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Summary
Provider profiling (ranking, “league tables”) is prevalent in health services research. Similarly,
comparing educational institutions and identifying differentially expressed genes depend on ranking. Effective ranking procedures must be structured by a hierarchical (Bayesian) model and
guided by a ranking-specific loss function, however even optimal methods can perform poorly and
estimates must be accompanied by uncertainty assessments. We use the 1998-2001 Standardized
Mortality Ratio (SMR) data from United States Renal Data System (USRDS) as a platform to
identify issues and approaches. Our analyses extend Liu et al. (2004) by combining evidence over
multiple years via an AR(1) model; by considering estimates that minimize errors in classifying
providers above or below a percentile cutpoint in addition to those that minimize rank-based,
squared-error loss; by considering ranks based on the posterior probability that a provider’s SMR
exceeds a threshold; by comparing these ranks to those produced by ranking MLEs and ranking
P-values associated with testing whether a provider’s SM R = 1; by comparing results for a
parametric and a non-parametric prior; by reporting on a suite of uncertainty measures.
Results show that MLE-based and hypothesis test based ranks are far from optimal, that uncertainty measures effectively calibrate performance; that in the USRDS context ranks based
on single-year data perform poorly, but that performance improves substantially when using the
AR(1) model; that ranks based on posterior probabilities of exceeding a properly chosen SMR
threshold are essentially identical to those produced by minimizing classification loss. These findings highlight areas requiring additional research and the need to educate stakeholders on the uses
and abuses of ranks; on their proper role in science and policy; on the absolute necessity of accompanying estimated ranks with uncertainty assessments and ensuring that these uncertainties
influence decisions.
KEY WORDS: Ranks/percentiles; Bayesian hierarchical model, Uncertainty assessments
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1. Introduction
Performance evaluations of health services providers burgeons (Christiansen and Morris (1997),
Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996), Landrum et al. (2000), Liu et al. (2004), McClellan and
Staiger (1999)). Similarly, analyzing spatially structured health information (Conlon and Louis
(1999), Louis and Shen (1999), Shen and Louis (2000)), ranking teachers and schools (Lockwood
et al. (2002)), identification of differentially expressed genes (Newton et al. (2001), Dudoit
et al. (2002), Kendziorski et al. (2004)) are increasing in prevalence and importance. Goals of
such investigations include valid and efficient estimation of population parameters such as the
average performance (over clinics, physicians, health service regions or other “units of analysis”),
estimation of between-unit variation (variance components), and unit-specific evaluations. These
latter include estimating unit specific attributes, ranking units for profiling and league tables
(Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996)), identification of excellent and poor performers, the most
differentially expressed genes, and determining “exceedences” (how many and which unit-specific
true parameters exceed a threshold).
We present analysis of the information in the U. S. Renal Data System (USRDS) as a platform
for our approaches. The Standardized Mortality Ratio (SMR), the ratio of observed to expected
deaths, is an important service quality indicator (see Zaslavsky (2001)). The USRDS produces
annual estimated SMRs for several thousand dialysis centers and uses these as a quality screen
(Lacson et al. (2001), ESRD (2000), USRDS (2003)). Invalid estimation or inappropriate
interpretation can have serious local and national consequences.
Though estimating the SMRs is a standard statistical operation (produce provider-specific expected deaths based on a statistical model, and then compute the “observed/expected” ratio),
dealing with complications such as the need to specify a reference population (providers included,
the time period covered, attribution of events); the need to validate the model used to adjust
for important patient attributes (age, gender, diabetes, type of dialysis, severity of disease); the
2
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need to adjust for potential biases induced when attributing deaths to providers, and accounting
for informative censoring are important and challenging. From the USRDS we obtained observed
and expected deaths for the K = 3173 dialysis centers that contributed information for all four
years. We accept the USRDS approach for producing these values and focus on using them as
evidence on SMRs.
The data structure and inferential goals require a hierarchical, random effects model that accounts
for nesting relations and specifies both population values and random effects. Correctly specified,
a hierarchical model properly accounts for the sample design and provides the necessary structure
for developing scientific and policy-relevant inferences. Bayesian hierarchical models effectively
accomplish these goals, accounting for variance components and other uncertainties, improving
estimation of random effects. Valid and efficient estimation of population parameters, variance
components, and unit-specific random effects (provider-, clinician-, region- or gene-specific latent
attributes), all in the context of valid uncertainty assessments.
As Shen and Louis (1998) show and Gelman and Price (1999) present in detail, no single set
of estimates or assessments can effectively address multiple goals and we provide a suite of
assessments. Guided by a loss function, the approach structures non-standard inferences such
as ranking (including identification of extremely poor and good performers) and estimating the
histogram of random unit-specific effects. As shown by Liu et al. (2004), when estimation
uncertainty varies over units, ranks produced from hypothesis test statistics evaluating whether
a unit’s SMR = 1 inappropriately identify units with relatively low variance as extreme because
these tests have highest power; ranks produced from the MLEs inappropriately identify units with
relatively high variance as extreme. Effective ranking depends on properly accommodating both
signal and noise.
We present a variety of ways to rank/percentile SMRs (or other unit-specific attributes) and
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to measure performance of the comparisons. These comparisons are relative, and our focus
on them in no way implies that estimation of the attribute itself (e.g., provider-specific SMR
or death rate) is of less relevance. Our work extends Liu et al. (2004) by considering new
ranking/percentiling methods (see Lin et al. (2004)) and combining evidence over multiple years
of data. We develop a hierarchical model that allows for a first-order, autoregressive (AR1)
structure relating the log(SMRs) for each provider over the four years and compare estimated
percentiles based on single-year and multiple-year analyses, the latter “borrowing information”
across years. We apply and compare several ranking/percentiling methods, including those that
minimize Squared Error Loss (SEL) for ranks (see Shen and Louis (1998)), ranks/percentiles
based on optimal classification, those based on ranking exceedance probabilities (see Normand
et al. (1997)) and those produced by ranking either the MLE estimates of unit-specific attributes
or unit-specific statistics testing whether a unit’s attribute differs from the typical value. Multiple
year analyses are based on a log-normal prior and for the single-year analyses, we implement and
compare results based on it and on the Non-parametric, maximum likelihood (NPML) estimated
prior.
Ranking and otherwise comparing is very uncertain and is based on both explicit and implicit
assumptions (Liu et al. (2004), Lockwood et al. (2002)). Therefore, we implement a variety of
comparisons and a variety of summaries are needed to communicate the full situation.
Section 2 presents our models; section 3 outlines several ranking methods; section 4 gives uncertainty measures; section 5 presents results and section 6 sums up and identifies additional research.
Computer code for all routines is available at webpage http://www.biostat.jhsph.edu/˜rlin/usrdsranking.html.

4
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2. Models
Let (Ykt , mkt ) be the observed and expected deaths for provider k in year t, t = 0, 1, 2, 3 and
k = 1, . . . 3173 with the mkt computed assuming that all providers give the same quality of care
for patients with identical covariates. Let, ρkt =

E(Ykt )
mkt

so that ρkt = 1, if the provider has

“average” performance. Let θkt = log(ρkt ). We use a hierarchical, Poisson model with either a
Gaussian prior (single-year and time series) for the θkt or a NPML prior for a single year. For the
Gaussian prior, let −1 < φ < 1 and use,
ξt iid N (0, V ), φ ∼ hφ (·), λt = τt−2 iid Gamma(α, µ/α)
[θ10 , . . . , θK0 | ξ0 , τ0 ]
[θkt |θk(t−1) , ξ, τ, φ]
[Ykt | mkt , ρkt ]

iid
ind
∼

(1)

N (ξ0 , τ02 )
¡
¢
−1
N ξt + φτt τt−1
{θk(t−1) − ξt−1 }, {1 − φ2 }τt2
Poisson(mkt ρkt ).

In all analyses based on (1) we use V = 10, µ = 0.01, α = 0.05 which stabilize the simulation
while allowing sufficient flexibility. Single-year analyses result from setting φ ≡ 0 in (1). For
multi-year analyses via the AR(1) model, hφ comes from using a N(0, 0.2) distribution for the
Fisher’s-z transformed φ, z = 0.5 log{(1 + φ)/(1 − φ)}. We implement the Gibbs sampler for
model (1) with WinBUGS through the R package R2WinBUGS. The coda package was used to
diagnose convergence.
For the single-year, NPML prior use,
[ρ1t , . . . , ρKt ] iid G; [Ykt | mkt , ρkt ] ∼ Poisson(mkt ρkt ),

(2)

with G the NPML prior. See the appendix for the EM algorithm that computes the NPML and
Laird (1978) and Carlin and Louis (2000) for additional information on it.
3. Ranking methods
A wide variety of methods are available for ranking including those based on ordering unitspecific summaries and those that operate through the posterior distribution of the ranks. The
5
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former include ranking MLEs, posterior means (PMs) of target parameters, statistics for testing
H0 : SM Rk = 1 and exceedance probabilities (see below). The latter are produced by estimation
of ranks via a loss function operating on them. If the posterior distributions of the unit-specific
attribute are stochastically ordered, all (reasonable) approaches will agree.
We first define ranks and then specify candidate ranking methods. The ranks/percentiles of the
ρkt are random variables induced by models (1) or (2). For clarity in defining ranks, we drop the
P
index t and write Rk (ρ) = rank(ρk ) = K
j=1 I{θk ≥θj } with the smallest ρk having rank 1. Ranks
that depend only on the posterior distribution of the Rk give the same results for all monotone
transforms of the target parameter (are monotone transform invariant).
3.1 Squared-error loss
Shen and Louis (1998) and Lockwood et al. (2002) study ranks that minimize squared error
P
loss (SEL): K −1 k (Rkest − Rk (ρ))2 . It is minimized by the posterior expected ranks, R̄k (Y) =
P
EG [Rk (ρ) | Y] = K
j=1 PG [ρk ≥ ρj | Y], producing the optimal Mean Squared Error (MSE)
equal to the average posterior variance of the ranks. Generally, the R̄k are not integers; for
optimal, distinct integer ranks, use R̂k (Y) = rank(R̄k (Y)).
In what follows, generally we drop dependency on ρ (equivalently, on θ) and omit conditioning on
Y. For example, Rk stands for Rk (θ) and R̂k stands for R̂k (Y). We present either ranks (Rk ) or,
equivalently, percentiles [Pk = Rk /(K + 1)] with percentiles providing an effective normalization.
For example, Lockwood et al. (2002) show that MSE for percentiles rapidly converges to a
function that does not depend on K.
3.2 Loss for (below γ)/(above γ) classification
The USRDS uses percentiles to identify the best and the worst performers. Therefore, percentiles
based on a loss function that specifically targets this goal should be evaluated. To this end, let
0 < γ < 1 and consider classifying units as having a true percentile below or above 100γ and
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also imposes a distance penalty. Assume that γK is an integer, so γ(K + 1) is not an integer
and it is not necessary to make the distinction between > and ≥ (< and ≤). Among the loss
functions considered by Lin et al. (2004) is:
L̃(γ) = K −1

X

(γ − Pkest )2 {I{Pk >γ, Pkest <γ} + I{Pk <γ, Pkest >γ} }.

k

To minimize it, let pk` = pr(Rk = ` | Y) and
πk (γ) = pr(Rk ≥ γ(K + 1) | Y) =

K
X

pk` .

(3)

R̃k (γ) = rank(πk (γ)); P̃k (γ) = R̃k (γ)/(K + 1)

(4)

`=[γK]+1

L̃(γ) is minimized by:

Dominici et al. (1999) use this approach with γ = K/(K + 1), ordering on the probability of the
unit having the largest attribute.
3.3 Ranking unit-specific summaries
Ranks produced by ordering unit-specific summaries are more easily interpreted and computed.
pm
Candidate summaries include ρmle
k , ρk ,

θkmle
sd(θkmle )

and pr(ρk > t | Y). The last computes an

“exceedance probability”(Normand et al. (1997)). An interesting comparison with P̃k (γ) results
by computing percentiles by ordering exceedance probabilities with threshold t = Ḡ−1
K (γ) where
P
ḠK (t | Y) = EG [GK (t; ρ) | Y] = K1 k pr(ρk ≤ t | Y) (see Shen and Louis (1998)). We
denote these by Pk∗ (γ) and they are monotone transform invariant.
4. Measures of uncertainty
Univariate or multivariate uncertainty summaries are available; we report on a selected set of
univariate measures.

7
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4.1 Standard errors
As for all statistical procedures, estimated ranks/percentiles must be accompanied by uncertainty
measures. Using MCMC, any the standard errors of ranks produced by any ranking method
can be computed. We report this computation for the SEL-minimizing P̄k via their 95% CI. In
addition, we compute the overall, posterior MSE for these estimates. If the data are completely
√
uninformative, M SE = 833, M SE = 28.9 and performance should be compared to these
baselines.
4.2 Operating characteristic for (below γ)/(above γ) classification
The Pkest from any ranking method can be used to classify units (below γ)/(above γ) . To
compute an operating characteristic, define:
ABR(γ) = pr(a unit truly above γ is classified below γ | Y)
BAR(γ) = pr(a unit truly below γ is classified above γ | Y)
OC(γ) = ABR(γ) + BAR(γ) = BAR(γ)/γ.

(5)

If the goal is to identify units with the largest percentiles, then BAR(γ) is similar to the False
Discovery rate, Efron and Tibshirani (2002) Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), Storey (2002),
Storey (2003). ABR(γ) is similar to the False Non-Discovery Rate. The formula (5) for OC(γ)
results from the identity, γABR(γ) = (1 − γ)BAR(γ). When the data are completely uninfor.
mative (gmv = ∞ in the Gaussian case), BAR(γ)/γ = 1 and so OC(γ) produces a standardized
comparison across cutpoints. Minimizing it produces the “most informative cutpoint.”
Simulations can estimate the a priori OC(γ); a Bayesian model structures computing the a
posteriori values and using them as statistical summaries. To compute a posteriori values, let
πk (γ) = pr(Pk > γ | Y) and, for a set of estimated percentiles P est , define {kj = kjP
j/(K + 1)}. Then, suppressing dependency on Y,
OCP est (γ) = BARP est (γ)/γ =

PK

j=[γK]+1 [1

− πkj (γ)]

γ{K − [γK]}

est

: Pkest =

.

8
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4.3 Performance curve for (below γ)/(above γ) classification
Plotting of πk (γ) versus Pkest (see equation 3 and figure 2) gives the details on classification
performance. (Similar plots can be constructed with the Y-axis being the exceedance probability.)
Note that OC(γ) is the area between πkj (γ) and 1 for j ≥ [γK] + 1 plus the area below πkj (γ)
for j ≤ [γK]. Therefore, OCP est (γ) is minimized by Pkest = P̃k (γ).
4.4 Longitudinal variation
To measure variation in the ranks/percentile estimates within a dialysis center over the four years,
PK P3
1
est
est 2
est
we compute Longitudinal Variation, LV (P est )) = 1000 3K
k=1
t=0 (Pkt − Pk· ) where Pkt
is the estimated percentile for unit k in year t and Pk·est is the mean over the four years.
4.5 Subset dependency
Mathematical analyses show that ranks computed using the posterior distribution of the ranks
are not subset invariant in that re-ranking the ranks for a subset of providers will not be the same
as ranking only those providers. However, if the prior distribution is known, ranks based on unitspecific summaries such as the MLEs, PMs, exceedance probabilities or single-unit hypothesis
tests are subset invariant. Of course, in a empirical Bayes or fully Bayesian analysis with an
unknown prior (thus, including a hyper-prior), no method is subset invariant because the data are
also used to estimate the prior or to update the hyper-prior. We investigate subset dependence
by including/removing providers with small mkt (high variance MLEs).
5.

Results

5.1 Simulated Performance
We conducted simulation studies comparing ranking/percentiling methods for Poisson sampling
distribution similar to those reported in Lin et al. (2004) for the Gaussian sampling distribution.
Conclusions were similar with P̂k performing well over a broad class of loss functions, with MLEbased ranks performing poorly, posterior mean-based ranks performing reasonably well but by no
means optimal (see Louis and Shen (1999) and Gelman and Price (1999)). Performance of all
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methods improved with increasing mkt (reduced sampling variance), but performance being quite
poor unless information in the sampling distribution is very high relative to that in the prior.
5.2 Subset dependency and the effect of unstable SMR estimates
We studied the effect including or excluding units with high-variance MLE estimates (small mkt )
by running both single-year and multiple-year analysis with and without the 68 providers with
expected deaths < 0.1 in 1998. Comparisons based on P̂k show that there is almost no change
in percentiles for providers ranked either high or low, but there is noticeable re-ordering in the
middle range. This is not surprising in that the ranks for high-variance providers are shrunken
considerably towards the mid-rank (K + 1)/2 and are not ranked at the extremes. The high
variance providers “mix up” with the ranks from more stably estimated, central region providers,
but are not contenders for extreme ranks/percentiles. Also, performance measures (MSE, OC(γ))
were very similar for the two datasets.
5.3 Comparisons using the 1998 data
We computed and compared estimates for 1998 using model 1 with φ ≡ 0. Figure 1 displays
relations similar to those in Conlon and Louis (1999). We display estimates for the 40 providers
at the 1/3174, 82/3174, 163/3174, . . . , 3173/3174 percentiles as determined by P̂k . For each
display, the Y-axis is 100P̄k with its 95% CI. By rows, the X-axis is P̂ , percentiles based on
E(ρk | Y), percentiles based on the MLEs of ρ and percentiles based on testing ρk = 1. To deal
√
with small Ykt = 0, for the hypothesis test statistic we use log( mykk + 0.25) mk .
[Figure 1 about here.]
Note that in the upper left display the P̄k do not fill out the (0, 100) percentile range; they
are shrunken toward 50 by an amount that reflects estimation uncertainty. Also, the CIs are
very wide, indicating considerable uncertainty in estimating percentiles. The plotted points are
monotone because the X-axis is the ranked Y-axis values. Plotted points in the upper right display
10
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are almost monotone; PM-based percentiles perform well. The lower left and lower right panel
show considerable departure from monotonicity, indicating that MLE-based ranks and hypothesis
test-based ranks are very far from optimal. Note also that the pattern of departures is quite
different in the two panels, showing that these methods produce quite different ranks. Similar
comparisons for more informative data (e.g., SMRs from the pooled 1998-2001 data) would be
qualitatively similar, but the departures from monotonicity would be less extreme. See Lin et al.
(2004) for additional comparisons using gene expression data.
5.4 Single year and multi-year analyses
Using model (1) we estimated single-year based and AR(1) model based percentiles. Table 1
reports that the ξ are near 0, as should be the case since we have used internal standardization,
so the typical log(SM R) = 0. The within year, between provider variation in 100 log(SM R)
is essentially constant at approximately 100τ = 24, producing a 95% interval for true SMRs
of (0.79, 1.27). Additional covariate adjustment could reduce this unexplained variation. The
AR(1) model (with the posterior distribution for φ concentrated around 0.90) reduces OC(0.8)
by about 20% from about 61 to about 48. Classification performance using the P̂k is very close
to that for the optimal P̃k (0.8).
Longitudinal variation in ranks/percentiles (Longitudinal Variation, LV ) is dramatically reduced
for the AR(1) model going from 62 for the year-by-year analysis to 4 for the multi-year. As a
basis for comparison, if φ → 1, LV (P̂ ) → 0 and if the data provide no information on the SMRs
(the τ → ∞), then LV (P̂ ) = 83.

[Table 1 about here.]
In Table 1, 100OC(0.8) is 62 and 49 for the single-year and AR(1) models. Figure 2 displays the
details behind this superior classification performance. In the upper range of P̃k (γ), the curve
for the AR(1) model lies above that for the single year, in the lower range it lies below. For the
11
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AR(1) model to dominate the single year at all values of P̃k (γ), the curves would need to cross
at P̃k (γ) = 0.8, but the curves cross at about 0.7. We conjecture that if mkt ≡ m, then the
crossing would be at 0.8, but this remains to be investigated.

[Figure 2 about here.]
5.5 Parametric and non-parametric priors
We compare the parametric and NPML prior here based on data of 1998, i.e., t = 0 in single-year
model 2. Figure 3 displays Gaussian, posterior expected and smoothed NPML estimated priors for
θ = log(ρ) using the 1998 data. The Gaussian is produced by plugging in the posterior median
for (µ0 , τ0 ). The posterior expected is a mixture of Gaussians using the posterior distribution
of (µ0 , τ0 ). The NPML is discrete and was smoothed using the “density” function in R with
adjustment parameter = 10. The posterior distribution of (µ0 , τ0 ) has close to 0 variance, so
the two parametric curves superimpose. Note that the NPML has at least two modes with
a considerable mass at approximately θ = 0.5; ρ = 1.65. However, this departure from the
Gaussian distribution has little effect on classification performance. Using 1998 data, for the
NPML 100 × OC(0.8) ≈ 67 while for the Gaussian prior the value is 62 (see Table 1). For
performance evaluations of the NPML, see Paddock et al. (2004).

[Figure 3 about here.]
5.6 Ranks based on Exceedance Probabilities
Using the Gaussian prior for θ and the 1998 data, for γ = 0.8 the threshold (Ḡ−1
K (γ)) is θ =
0.15; ρ = 1.184, indicating that the histogram of the unit-specific parameters is quite concentrated
(as can be seen in Figure 3). The P ∗ (0.8) are nearly identical to the P̃ (0.8) and the (Pk∗ , pr(ρk >
1.18)) plot is virtually identical to the φ = 0 curve in Figure 2. Additional study of these relations
is needed.
12
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6. Conclusion and discussion
A structured approach guided by a hierarchical model and a loss function is needed to produce
ranks or percentiles that perform well. However, even optimal approaches can perform poorly
and informative numerical and graphical performance assessments must accompany all estimates.
Our assessments support those in Lin et al. (2004) regarding the generally good performance of
P̂k , but also show that if a percentile cut-point γ can be identified, P̃k (γ) should be used. Our
ensemble of performance measures (MSE, LV, OC) and graphical displays are but a subset of
possible summaries and additional development is needed.
Ranks and percentiles computed through the posterior distribution of the ranks are prima facie
relative comparisons. It is possible that all providers are doing well or that all are doing poorly
and ranks won’t pick this up. In situations where normative values are available (e.g., death
rates), ranks that have a normative interpretation are attractive. (Of course, the SMR itself is a
relative measure and so ranks produced from it are twice removed from a normative measure.)
Ranking exceedance probabilities provides a monotone transform invariant procedure that provides
a normative link. And, using as threshold the SMR value that is the γ th percentile of the estimated
cdf of SMR values (the P ∗ ) produces ranks that are essentially identical to the P̃k (γ), thus
connecting the latter to a normative measure.
Robustness of efficiency and validity are important attributes of any statistical procedure and
basing assessments on the NPML or a more Bayesian alternative (see Paddock et al. (2004))
merits additional study and increased application.
Our approaches are based on loss functions that focus on a narrow aspect of performance assessment and broadening their purview will increase relevance. For example, in the USRDS application
building in financial or other consequences of classification errors can help select γ and calibrate
acceptable values of OC.

13
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Finally, we need to educate stakeholders on the uses and abuses of ranks/percentiles; on their
proper role in science and policy; on the absolute necessity of accompanying estimated ranks with
uncertainty assessments and ensuring that these uncertainties influence decisions.
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Appendix: The NPML

Assume ρk ∼ G, k = 1, . . . , K with G discrete having at most J mass points u1 , . . . , uJ with
(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

probabilities p1 , . . . , pJ . To estimate the us and ps, start with u1 , . . . , uJ and p1 , . . . , pJ and
use the EM algorithm, for the recursion,
(v+1)

(v)

wkj

= pr(ρk = uj |data)

(v+1)
wkj

(mk uj )yk e−mk uj pj
= P
(v) y −mk u(v) (v)
k
l p
j
l (mk ul ) e

(v)

(v)

(v)

(v+1)

(v+1)
pj

(v+1)
uj

=

w+j

(6)

(v+1)

w++
P

(v+1)

k

wkj

k

wkj

= P

(v+1)

yk

mk

.

b and, if unique, to the NPML. The recursion is stopped
This recursion converges to a fixed point G
(v)

(v)

when the maximum relative change in each step for both the uj and the pj , j = 1, 2, · · · , K
b is both prior and the Shen and Louis (1998) histogram
is smaller than 0.001. At convergence, G
bK .
estimate G
Care is needed in programming the recursion. The w-recursion is:
(v)

(v+1)
wkj

(v)

(v)

(mk uj )yk e−mk uj pj
.
=P
(v) y −mk u(v) (v)
ke
l p
(m
u
)
k l
j
l
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(v)

(v)

Since e−mk uj can be extremely small (mk uj
tations we define,
ρ(v) =

can be extremely large), to stabilize the compu-

X

(v)

pj (v)uj ,

j

and write

³

(v)

mk uj

´yk

(v)

yk log mk uj

=e

.

The w-recursion becomes:
(v)

(v)

(v+1)
wkj

(uj /ρ(v) )yk e−mk (uj

= PJ
=

−ρ(v) ) (v)
pj

(v) ) (v)
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(v) yk −mk (u(v)
l −ρ
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l=1 (ul /ρ ) e
(v)
(v)
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pj e(yk log(uj /ρ )−mk (uj −ρ ))
PJ (v) (y log(u(v) /ρ(v) )−m (u(v) −ρ(v) ))
k l
k
l
l=1 pl e
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Figure 1. SEL-based percentiles for 1998. For each display, the Y-axis is 100P̄k with its 95% CI.
By rows, the X-axis is P̂ , percentiles based on E(ρk | Y), percentiles based on the MLEs of ρ and
percentiles based on testing ρk = 1.
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Posterior probability based on full data set
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Figure 2. πk (0.8) versus P̃k (0.8) for 1998. Optimal percentiles and posterior probabilities computed
by the single year model (φ ≡ 0) and the AR(1) model (φ̂ = 0.90).
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Figure 3. Estimated priors for θ = log(ρ) using the 1998 data. The dashed curve is Gaussian with
posterior medians for (µ, τ ); the dotted curve is a mixture of Gaussians using the posterior distribution of
(µ, τ ); the solid curve is a smoothed NPML using the “density” function in R with adjustment parameter
= 10.
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Parameter
100ξ
100τ
100 × OCP̃ (0.8) (0.8)
LV(P̂k )

1998
-2.8
24.1
62

Single Year: (φ ≡ 0)
1999 2000 2001
-1.3 -2.3 -0.7
23.5 23.1 22.2
61
60
62
62

Multi-Year: (100φ ∼
1998 1999 2000
-3.1 -0.8 -1.7
25.8 25.0 24.9
47
46
49
4

88 90 92 )

2001
-0.3
24.1
50

Table 1
Data analysis results for P̂k and P̃ (0.8). In the multi-year section, 100OC(0.8) is for the indicated
year as estimated from the multi-year model and 88 90 92 is the posterior median and 95% credible
interval for 100φ.
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